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Note :
This review, based on newspaper clippings on UST received within the week,
is prepared by the News and Media Section of PAO. Enquiries can be made to
Mary Lau (PAMARY, ext. 6306) or King Cheng (PAKING, ext. 6305). A set of the
clippings is available in the Reference Section of the Library (where items
may be photocopied if desired). This review is for information only.  All
information recorded here is as reported in the original articles.  Names
and terms are translated from the Chinese as best we are able when official
translations are not immediately available.

1.   Cooperation between China and HK to develop hi-tech industries
          In a special report on the above topic, the China-HK Economic
          Monthly (12.92) interviewed a number of scientists and experts,
          including our Dean of Engineering, Prof. H K Chang and Prof.
          Jeffrey Wong and Dr Raymond S C Wong of Biochemistry. Prof. Chang
          was quoted as anticipating that the market in Asia for electronic
          medical equipment would grow substantially in the years to come.
          He said that the abundant supply of cheap labour from China's
          Special Economic Zone would benefit HK's industry in this area.
          On bilateral cooperation in biotechnology, Prof. Wong revealed
          that a project on controlled release formulations for drugs was
          being conducted jointly between UST's Biotechnology Research
          Institute and the Guangzhou Pharmaceutical General Corporation.
          The reporter also noted that the Institute had a great interest in
          a project to improve the quality of vegetable oil. Dr Wong, who is
          responsible for the project, was quoted as saying that with the
          increase in the number of vegetarians in the West, his research
          project would be very valuable.

2.   RTHK's apology to Sir S.Y. Chung
          In an extensive feature on how the electronic media handle
          "undesirable" comments by callers to phone-in radio or live TV
          programmes, Eastweek (31.12.92) mentioned the case in which RTHK
          had to apologise to Sir S.Y. for defamatory statements made by a
          caller to the Chinese Talkabout programme on 25.2 last year.
          (Note: According to the executive producer of the programme, Sir
          S.Y. paid for the apology which appeared on SCM Post and HK
          Economic Journal in December last year.)

3.   Legend Technology Ltd donates scholarships to tertiary institutions
          Both the HK Economic Journal and Sing Pao (15.1) picked up a press
          release by Legend on its recent sholarship donations to local
          tertiary institutions including UST, which received an amount of
          $12,000. (Note: Our own press release to thank the donor was
          issued on 27.11.92 and was picked up by a number of papers.)

4.   Dr Wan Kwong-kee of BIOL gives talk entitled "On scientific discovery"
          HK Times (15.1) reported that Dr Wan would speak on this
          topic at UST on 16.1 as one of the activities of this year's Joint
          School Science Exhibition.

5.   Change in name of HKU's School of Economics linked to HKUST
          In a feature written by an HKU student on the education page of
          the Sing Tao Daily (15.1), the writer mentioned that the name of
          HKU's school of Economics had been changed to School of Economics
          and Finance recently. He noted that the proposal to add the word



          "finance" to the School of Economics was raised by Prof. Stephen
          Cheung of the School with an aim to put the School in a better
          position to compete with UST's Dept of Finance and Economics for
          students.

6.   UST sponsors the first International Conference on Complex Analysis and
     its Applications (15-17.1)
          Wen Wei Po (16.1) reported on this conference.

7.   American educationist talks about the role of UST in HK
          Sing Tao Daily (16.1) interviewed Mr Robert Houston, Director of
          the International Education Centre (Mid-West), on his views on
          overseas students from HK and on tertiary education in HK during
          his recent visit to the territory. He was quoted as saying that
          UST was founded to serve the needs of HK in areas of technology
          and business.

8.   Sun Microsystems wins UST contract
          HK Times (16.1) reported that the company had won a $4-million
          contract to supply UST with workstations and servers.

9.   Paper Airplane Contest 1993
          In a feature on the contest, Ta Kung Pao (17.1) quoted the
          chairman of the organising committee, Dr Ming Fang of Research
          Centre, as saying that flying paper airplanes would become
          popular among secondary students in HK.

10.  UST cost overrun selected by HKU students as the 5th major event of
     1992
          Wah Kiu Yat Po (19.1) reported on a recent survey conducted by
          HKU's Political Science Society which showed the above result.

11.  Exhibition of Chinese paintings by Huang Miaozi and Yu Feng at UST
          In a feature on Chinese art in United Daily News (19.1), the
          writer mentioned the captioned exhibition which was held at UST
          between March and May last year.


